Genetic studies indicate that the inherited risk of breast cancer is mediated by the well-studied major genes BRCA1 and BRCA2, and a polygenic component, probably with many genes each making a small contribution. Recently, seven polygenes have been found (Pharoah et al., 2008) contributing an estimated 3.6% of all familial risk This suggests that the polygenic component may involve well over 100 genetic loci.
Introduction
Breast cancer (BC) is the most prevalent form of cancer in the world (Parkin, Bray, & Devesa, 2001 ) and a common cause of critical illness insurance claims. Established risk factors for BC include age, lifestyle factors, reproductive factors, and genetics (Washbrook, 2006) . We consider the impact of the genetic risk on insurance products. Legal restrictions on the ability to use genetic information in insurance underwriting create an opportunity for individuals to select against an insurance company.
Rare inherited mutations in either of two genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2, confer greatly increased risk of BC and of ovarian cancer (OC). These are known as 'single genes' or 'major genes' because mutations in either are sufficient to increase the risk, in this case by affecting production of a DNA-repairing protein produced in the BC pathway (Tutt & Ashworth, 2002) . The implications for life, critical illness and income protection insurance have been extensively studied (Macdonald, Waters, & Wekwete, 2003a,b; Gui et al., 2006; Subramanian et al., 1999; Lemaire et al., 2000) .
Current and future epidemiology is turning towards multifactorial models of genetic risk, in which variations in large numbers of genes, and environmental factors, interact to modify disease risk. Antoniou et al. (2002) proposed such a model for BC risk, known as a 'polygenic' model because it assumes: (a) that a large number of genes have two variants each; (b) that one variant of each gene increases risk and the other reduces risk; and (c) that the overall risk is the sum of the contributions from each gene (in a sense to be made precise later). The 'high-risk' varieties of each gene are not necessarily rare, but the additional risk they each confer is small compared with that conferred by BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations. We refer to the collection of genetic loci in this model, and the variants at each, as a 'polygene'.
In the absence of any known candidates for genetic loci contributing to the polygene, Antoniou et al. (2002) assumed that there were three, each contributing an effect of identical size independently of the others. Using the hypergeometric inheritance model of Lange (1997) , they estimated the standard deviation of the distribution of the relative risk attributable to a BC polygene. Macdonald & McIvor (2006) incorporated this polygenic model, along with models of BRCA1 and BRCA2 risk, into a Markov model of stand-alone critical illness (CI) insurance. They estimated premium ratings conditional on either knowing an individual's genotype (assuming genetic testing for the major genes and the polygene) or a family history of BC and OC. They found that the larger proportion of premium increases was the result of the polygene. However, they suggested that the heavy tails in the distribution of relative risks caused by there being only three genetic loci in the polygene could have skewed the results.
Seven single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that affect the onset of BC have subsequently been described Hunter et al., 2007; Stacey et al., 2007; Cox et al., 2007) . They are all candidates for the actual genetic loci in the polygene hypothecated by Antoniou et al. (2002) . However, since in total they contribute about 3.6% of the heritable risk of BC and the two major genes another 25%, it is highly probable that the number of genetic loci involved is likely to be well over 100. We describe these developments in Section 2.1, and extend the findings to a plausible polygenic model accounting for 75% of the total heritable risk. We note that even since commencing work on this project using these seven SNPs, another eighteen loci have been identified with similar distributions, validating the assumptions we make in Section 2.2. The identification of the genetic loci that contribute to the risk of BC is progressing quickly and replication of results is already being sought for a further sixty-nine loci (Ghoussaini et al., 2012) .
In Section 3 we estimate the effect on stand-alone CI premiums of this polygenic model, given a family history of BC or OC, along the lines of Macdonald & McIvor (2006) . We simulate the life histories of women within families. We find the distribution of genetic risk within families that develop a family history of BC or OC, and families that do not.
The European Court of Justice in March 2011 removed sex as a permissible insurance underwriting factor, from December 2012. This has particularly interesting implications for the pricing of BC risk, because men and women carry genotypes and develop family histories equally, but the risk of developing BC overwhelmingly affects women (male BC exists but is very rare). Thus men may disclose information affecting BC risk while being at virtually no risk of developing it themselves. We adapt our model to this new European context in Section 4 Additionally, in Section 5, we adapt the model to the terms of the moratorium in force in the United Kingdom which limits the use of genetic information in underwriting. This extends the insurance market model of Macdonald & McIvor (2006) to potential adverse selection in the light of recent epidemiology and in the new legal environment.
The Polygenic Model
A polygenic model of inheritance exists where a trait is affected by variants of multiple genes. The trait of interest to us is the age-related risk of developing BC.
We assume that individual genes -BRCA1, BRCA2 and the loci contributing to the polygeneeach show simple Mendelian inheritance. Thus a parent with a single mutated copy of either BRCA1 or BRCA2 (other risky major genotypes being rare enough to ignore) has a 50% chance of passing the mutation on to each offspring (male or female) they have. A parent with no such mutation (which we call the BRCA0 genotype) pass on only the BRCA0 genotype to offspring. Thus the increased BC risk associated with major gene mutations shows the same simple Mendelian inheritance as the major gene itself.
However BC risk conferred by the polygene does not show simple Mendelian inheritance. The phenotype associated with the polygene is the aggregate of the 'phenotypes' associated with each contributing genetic locus. Although these 'phenotypes' may be thought of as each obeying Mendel's laws, they are effectively unobservable individually. Thus, a mother who has an average polygenic risk of BC may have daughters whose polygenic risk can range between very high and very low. Especially when the number of contributing loci is high, this may distort the pattern and usefulness of a family history of BC.
Pharoah's Model
The model of Pharoah et al. (2008) combines multiplicatively the effects of seven known genetic loci to assign a total relative risk of BC. They are assumed to have no effect on OC risk. Since everyone has two functioning alleles of every gene (except those on the X and Y chromosomes), there are three possible combinations of alleles at each locus: no high-risk alleles; one low-risk allele and one high-risk allele; or two high-risk alleles. If the population prevalence of a high-risk allele at locus i is p i , these three genotypes have population prevalences (1 − p i ) 2 , p i (1 − p i ) and p the estimated per allele risk and associated 95% confidence interval of the high-risk variant relative to the low-risk and population prevalences for each of these polygenes with their identification number in the SNP database 1 , commonly referred to as 'dbSNP Number', as well as our own reference label, locus i for i = 1, 2, . . . , 7. Also given is a calculation of the standard deviation of the estimate, calculated as
Upper Confidence Interval − Lower Confidence Interval 2 × 1.96 , for i = 1, 2, . . . , 7.
2.2 Extending The Model Easton et al. (2007) suggests that these seven loci account for 3.6% of familial risk, while the major genes BRCA1 and BRCA2 account for another 25%. Antoniou et al. (2001) concluded that a polygenic model is a better fit for the remaining familial risk than any model incorporating another major gene (a putative BRCA3, which has not been found despite intensive searching). We assume that the genetic loci which contributes to the polygene and have yet to be discovered, have characteristics broadly similar to the seven described above. Therefore we assume that there are 20 additional sets of seven loci with relative risk and associated confidence intervals to those of the set of seven known loci. Thus in total we have 147 loci with the 140 undiscovered loci labelled locus 8, 9, 10, . . . , 147. For convenience, we index the postulated loci such that loci 8, 15, . . . , 141 all have the same characteristics as locus 1; loci 9, 16, . . . , 142 have the same characteristics as locus 2, and so on. These additional 140 loci account for the remaining 71.4% of familial risk. Thus, our model is an extrapolation from the characteristics of known loci to complete the posited polygene.
The interaction of major gene mutations with genetic loci contributing to the polygene was not discussed in Pharoah et al. (2008) . Further research has suggested where interactions may or may not exist (see Antoniou et al., 2008) , but this is not yet well established, so we have assumed that the effect of the polygene risk on a BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation carrier is the same as that on a non-carrier. Since BRCA mutations are rare - Antoniou et al. (2002) estimated mutant allele frequencies of BRCA1 and BRCA2 as 0.00051 and 0.00068 respectively -this should not distort results greatly.
Notation
We introduce notation to describe genotypes, hazard rates and relative risks. (a) Let G be the set of all possible polygenotypes. Assume that n genetic loci contribute to the polygene.
Let G i be the set of all possible genotypes at the ith genetic locus. (For our model, G i = {0, 1, 2} for all i would suffice.) Then the polygenotype in G of a woman drawn at random from the population is a random variable denoted by G = (G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G n ), with G i ∈ G i , i = 1, . . . , n. Additionally, we denote by g = (g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n ) a realisation of G.
(b) Choose a starting age x low enough that no cases of BC have occurred. As noted in Antoniou et al. (2001) , the proportions of lives in the population with each polygene mutation will change as higherrisk lives get BC and die earlier than lower-risk lives, lowering the average risk of survivors. The population prevalence of major genes and the polygene at age x will be that arising from Mendelian inheritance, with no survivorship effect yet. (c) Let t p g x be the probability that a woman free of BC at age x is still free of it age x + t, given she has genotype g. (d) Let p g be the population prevalence at age x of polygenotype g ∈ G.
(e) Denote the age-dependent population onset rate of BC at age x + t by µ BC (x + t), and the polygenotype-specific onset rate at age x + t by µ BC g (x + t) for polygenotype g ∈ G.
(f) Define λ(x + t) to be the baseline onset rate of BC at age x + t. We choose our baseline genotype to be a woman with zero high-risk variants at each locus contributing to the polygene. (g) Define RR i,gi to be the relative risk associated with polygenotype g i ∈ G i at locus i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and RR g to be the relative risk for polygenotype g ∈ G, assuming that the relative risks associated with genotypes at each contributing genetic locus are constant (so we have proportional hazards). The average relative risk within the population at age x + t is denoted RR(x + t). (h) For the ith locus, define
where RR i,1 is the per allele relative risk of the high-risk variant of locus i, given in Table 1 .
With our notation established, we can now set out the main definition of our model. The multiplicative model is defined by assuming that a woman with genotype g i at the ith locus (i = 1, . . . , n) has onset rate of BC equal to:
In our simple model, we may define g i to be the number of high-risk alleles carried at the ith locus. Then
which is a Cox-type proportional hazards model with the g i as covariates.
Distribution of Relative Risk
Since each locus contributes three possible genotypes, and we have assumed that there are 147 loci, in total the polygene has 3 147 (of the order of 10 70 ) variants. For comparison, the population of the world today is less than 10 10 . We have modelled the 147 loci as 21 independent duplicates of the set of seven known loci. This means that many of the resulting 3 147 polygenotypes have identical relative risks. However there are still too many to carry out computations by direct summation over all polygenotypes. We therefore find an approximate distribution for relative risk to allow the use of numerical methods to simplify the calculations.
Let RR denote the relative risk of an arbitrary polygene variant, relative to the polygene which has low-risk alleles at all loci. The distribution of log(RR) can be assumed to be approximately normal. Antoniou et al. (2002) , using the hypothetical polygene with three loci, gave a mean of 1.29 and a 95% confidence interval of (1.096, 1.521) for the standard deviation of log(RR), which we denote σ log(RR) . Under our assumptions above, log(RR) has standard deviation σ log(RR) = 1.20, reasonably close to the simpler model (which was used in Macdonald & McIvor, 2006) .
In this section, we assume that the genotype at each locus is denoted by the number of high-risk alleles denoted G i , for G i ∈ G i = {0, 1, 2}. Define p are assumed to be independent random variables and for j = 1, . . . , 7, the random variable G j+7k has the same distribution as G j , for each k = 0, 1, . . . , 20.
Then the (random) log relative risk can be written as
We assume that p * j+k = p j for j = 1, 2, . . . , 7 and k = 0, 1, . . . , 20 with the value of p j given by Table 1 . For j = 1, . . . , 7, let G * j be the random variable representing the total number of highrisk variants in the 21 analogues of locus j, in a woman drawn at random from the population, i.e.
. This distribution can be well approximated by a normal distribution: 
Hence the total relative risk RR G of a woman drawn at random from the population has a distribution given by:
Hence, relative to polygenotype g = (0, 0, . . . , 0), the polygene relative risk is approximately lognormally distributed with parameters µ log RR = 17.4289 and σ 2 log RR = 1.441 at outset. Figure 1 compares the quantiles of log(RR G ) obtained by sampling from the underlying binomial distributions for the log(RR G ), with a standard normal distribution. This shows visually that the normal distribution is a good fit to our assumed polygene model.
Baseline Rate of Onset of Breast Cancer
In equation 3, µ BC g (x + t) is defined in terms of baseline hazard rate, λ(x + t). However, λ(x + t) is not directly observable. What is observable is the population average onset rate, µ BC (x + t), which embodies the survivorship effect mentioned in (b) of Section 2.2.1 above. Here we show how to calculate λ(x + t) and constrain the average onset rate of BC for survivors at age x + t in the model to be equal to the population onset rate. Noting that the mean relative risk at age x + t, RR(x + t), is given by:
we use the relation
To find λ(x + t), we solve differential equations for t p
(10) Using the approximate distribution derived in Section 2.2.2, the sums over genotypes in equation 10 become integrals, i.e. 
where tp r x is the probability that a woman free of BC at age x is still free of BC at age x + t given that the logarithm of her relative risk is r, for −∞ < r < ∞, and f log (RR G ) (s) is the probability density function of log RR G . We calculated these integrals numerically using Simpson's Rule over the range [−6.25, 6 .25] with a step size of 2 −6 . The simultaneous differential equations were then solved using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method with step size 2 −13 and the boundary conditions that 0p r x = 1 for all r.
Cost of Family History

Insurance Model
In this section we consider women who develop a family history of BC or OC and the impact this has on premiums payable for insurance. This allows us to consider the appropriateness of the use of family history when underwriting in the absence of tests for either the major genes (MG) -BRCA1 and BRCA2 -or polygenes (PG).
The insurance contract of interest is stand-alone critical illness insurance with benefits payable on the occurrence of a defined critical illness, but not on earlier death. This type of product is of interest due to the high proportion of claims that can be directly attributed to BC.
Consistent with previous work, we define a family history to be one in which two or more first degree relatives have been diagnosed with BC or OC before age 50.
We construct a Markov model for the lifetime of an individual female as illustrated in Figure 2 . To incorporate the major genes, BRCA1 and BRCA2, we augment the set of possible genotypes to
Figure 2: A model for critical illness insurance policyholder. Transition to 'Dead' or 'Other CI' states is at rates depending only on age x. The onset rate of OC, µ OC g (x), depends also on the BRCA genotype but is unaffected by polygenotype part of g, while the onset rate of BC, µ BC g , depends on both the polygenotype and BRCA genotype parts of g.
Observed overall genotypes are thus g * = (g 0 , g 1 , . . . , g 147 ) where g 0 ∈ {0, 1, 2} is the major genotype corresponding to BRCA0, BRCA1, BRCA2 respectively. For consistency with previous work, transition intensities from 'Healthy' to 'Dead' and 'Other CI' are taken from Gutiérrez & Macdonald (2003) . These include onset of all cancers so onset rates of BC and OC have been removed from them, using transition intensities from Macdonald, Waters, & Wekwete (2003a) as these were calculated from the same data (Cancer Registrations 1990 -1992 . BC and OC onset rates are those used in Macdonald & McIvor (2006) , calculated from cancer registrations in England and Wales 1983-1987 , for consistency with the adjustments for BRCA mutations estimated by Antoniou et al. (2002) .
Premiums
Premium rates for each relative risk are calculated as continuously payable level net premiums by solving Thiele's equations using a Runge-Kutta algorithm with step size 2 −11 years and force of interest 0.05 per annum. A summary of these premiums as a percentage of those chargeable to a life with no BRCA mutation and RR = RR x is shown in Table 2 , allowing us to see how deviations from the population average risk at outset impacts premium rates.
First we examine premium rates for lives with no BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation. Premiums for very low risk lives (BRCA0 and log RR < log RR − 1) approach a limit of between 70-80% of premiums chargeable to a life with an average level of risk (BRCA0 and log RR = log RR) depending on age and term. Premiums for very low risk lives can be attributed to the amount required to cover costs of ovarian cancer and other critical illness. However for even slightly elevated risk (BRCA0 and log RR = log RR+1) premiums should be loaded approximately 40%, reaching uninsurable rates (> 400% of unrated premium) for very high risk lives (BRCA0 and log RR = log RR + 3), although the proportion of lives with such a high risk is small.
If we ignore the polygene effect by looking at log RR = log RR, women with a BRCA mutation are uninsurable at most ages and terms. In our model which incorporates both a major gene and polygenes, a woman with a BRCA mutation but low polygenic relative risk becomes insurable. However in most of these low relative risk cases, the effect of the BRCA gene is still stronger than the decrease in BC risk from the polygene because the polygene does not change the high risk for ovarian cancer caused by BRCA mutations. The ratings due to polygene vary by age and term, the highest ratings for lives without a BRCA mutation being for 40 year olds with a 10 year term. The reason for this can be seen in Figure 3 : BC is a significant proportion of the onset rates and this proportion reaches a peak between the ages of 40 and 50 so the polygene has the highest impact on policies with terms that include this age range. Its influence decreases as heart attack and other forms of cancer unaffected by the polygene reduce the weighting of BC in the makeup of premium rates.
For lives with a BRCA mutation, the highest ratings are earlier than the highest for lives without a BRCA mutation -30 year olds with 10 year term compared to 40 year olds with 10 year term respectively -because the major genes have their strongest impact between ages 30 and 40, although BC is overwhelmingly dominant at all ages considered.
Simulation
Due to the large number of possible genotypes, and inheritance possibilities, it is not tractable to compute onset rates of family history analytically. Instead we simulate the future lifetimes of a large number of lives and their families.
The simulation model that we use is described fully in Macdonald & McIvor (2006) . We summarise it here, and set out the change to inheritance methodology. (a) A family starts with 2 parents, whose polygenotype and BRCA genotype are randomly sampled according to the population distributions in Table 1 . (b) The number of daughters is randomly sampled from a random variable with the probability mass function given in Table 3 . The distribution is from Macdonald, Waters, & Wekwete (2003a) . Daughters are the same age and born when the mother, assumed to be healthy, is age 30. (c) Each daughter inherits polygenes and BRCA genes from their parents independently of each other according to Mendel's laws, acting at each major gene locus and each polygene locus. (d) Per-allele relative risk for locus i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , 147, is sampled from a normal distribution with standard deviation σ i and mean equal to the point estimate listed in Table 1 . (e) Full life histories of mother and daughters are simulated using their respective genotypes and treating each of the decrements in Figure 2 as independent competing risks.
As noted in Macdonald & McIvor (2006) , this results in censorship whereby a life who moves to another critical illness state cannot have a subsequent cancer but the effect is minimal as only around 6% of lives have made such a move to other critical illness states by age 50, which is our cut-off age for family history.
The simulation of a large number of lives (within 15,000,000 families) allows us to observe the distribution of relative risk at any age x.
Distribution of Relative Risk by Underwriting Class
In order to calculate the premiums to charge an insured population, we find the distributions of relative risk and BRCA mutations for every age for lives with and without a family history.
For each life, at every age x + t, we know her genotype, whether she is healthy and which relatives, if any, have so far been diagnosed with BC or OC before age 50. We categorise this large quantity of data at each age by: BRCA genotype; log RR; and presence of family history. Since log RR is a continuous quantity we discretise it over the range [−6.25, 6 .25] into 100 'bins' of uniform length 0.125. For family history categorisation, we define two underwriting classes (a) ST -Unrated -Females without a family history. (b) F H -Females who have developed a family history.
Denote the mean and standard deviation of log relative risk at age x in ST by µ ST log RR (x) and σ ST log RR (x) respectively and similarly for F H.
We ran the model 500 times to produce confidence intervals for the estimates of the means and standard deviations of log RR and to check convergence, results were compared to 100 simulations with little difference so we omit the comparison. The resulting discretised distributions for the average of our simulations are shown in Figure 4 for ST and F H at ages x = 30, 40 and 50. (Note that Figure 4 includes male lives which we need in simulations in Section 4.)
The distribution of relative risk of BRCA0 lives within each underwriting class, remains roughly the same at each age despite higher risk lives leaving the class (by either getting cancer or developing a family history). There is very little difference in the spread of log RR in ST and in F H; σ F H log RR (x)/σ ST log RR (x) is close to 1. However, as can be seen from the plots and Table 4 , there is a significant difference in the mean of log RR in each class of approximately 1.2. This results in average relative risk within F H being approximately 250% higher than within ST at ages 30, 40 and 50, making it a good proxy for genetic risk.
For lives with a BRCA mutation, Tables 6 and 8 show that the differences between the mean of log RR in each underwriting class are lower than that of BRCA0 and decreases with age. While there are insufficient lives with a family history at age 30 to draw solid conclusion, there are significant differences between F H and ST at ages 40 and 50. The spread of log RR in F H is slightly smaller than ST for BRCA2 at age 50. However at all other ages, and for BRCA1, there are no significant differences. The proportions of lives with a BRCA mutation in each of the underwriting classes is also significantly different, as can be seen in Table 10 .
Ratings for Presence of Family History
With these distributions of polygene relative risk and of major gene mutations, we will calculate the level premiums that would cover the cost of CI benefits payable assuming underwriters may use family history as a factor. We introduce notation to be used in this section. Suppose a life aged x has applied for a policy with term n years. (a) f x,log RR,G0|F H (r, g) is the joint probability density function for log RR and major genotype, G 0 , conditional on a life aged x having developed a family history of BC or OC. For succinctness, this is abbreviated to f F H x (r, g). A similar expression is used for ST . (b) A r,g,x:n is the expected present value of 1 paid on transition to a state other than Healthy or Dead for a life with relative risk e r and major genotype g currently aged x. (c) a r,g,x:n is the expected present value of an annuity of 1 paid continuously while in the Healthy state for a life with relative risk e r and major genotype g currently aged x. The appropriate level premium for lives that have presented a family history is calculated as
and a similar expression can be written down for Π ST x:n . We use the estimated distributions based on each of our 100 simulations to calculate estimated ratings and show how uncertainty may cause them to vary. Results of this are shown in Table 11 and Figure 5 . They show a narrow confidence interval for age 50 at entry. However younger ages at entry have a broader interval, up to 65% of the unrated premium.
The approach taken by Macdonald & McIvor (2006) was to compare weighted premiums for lives with a family history (as calculated above) to the premiums appropriate for a life with BRCA0 and polygene relative risk RR = 1. However, the average polygene risk within the unrated pool will be somewhat higher -they used a binomial distribution for the log risk, centred at 0 -which increases the average premium for lives without a family history, offsetting some of the extra payable for the lives with a family history. In a reconciliation exercise, this was found to be around 40%.
Allowing for this change, and comparing our average ratings in Table 12 , the results from the two polygene models do show some differences at ages at entry 40 and 50 of 30-40% while age 30 is far greater at all terms by 100-250%. Macdonald & McIvor ran their model only once and at age 30 they had 91 lives with a family history, 9 of which had a BRCA mutation as well as polygene relative risk greater than 1, resulting in large premium ratings. It is therefore possible that the difference between our results and theirs at age 30 is down to sampling. In either case, the largest part of rating is attributable to the polygenes. 
Effect of the 'Test-Achats' European Court of Justice Ruling
In March 2011 the European Court of Justice ruled, in a case brought by Belgian consumer organisation Test-Achats, that pricing with sex as a rating factor is contrary to the principles of the European Union and would not be permitted from 22nd December 2012, (see European Court of Justice, 2011). We assume that insurers' response will be to charge premiums based on aggregate risk on an assumed business mix. It is not clear whether this extends to underwriting based on justifiable biological risk and it is possible that this would need to be tested in court. For example it is not clear whether or not a man, who has a family history of BC among his female relatives should be given the same rating his sister would be given. There are two possibilities: (a) Females receive a rating reflecting the average risk of a female with a family history and male lives are not rated. (b) Males and females are rated equally for a family history of BC or OC based on aggregate risk.
The model described above needs to be adjusted to include male lives. Each family is randomly assigned a number of children following the distribution of of family size and sex given in Macdonald, Waters, & Wekwete (2003a) (see Table 13 ). We define the probabilities a newborn is female or male as p f = 1/2.06 and p m = 1.06/2.06 respectively.
Research by Tai et al. (2007) shows an increased risk of male BC due to BRCA mutations, particularly BRCA2. However, detailed research is limited, partly due to the rarity of BC in males. BRCA mutations have also been linked to prostate cancer (see Narod et al., 2008) but this is not usually a severe form of cancer and diagnosis is often missed until later in life. Consequently it would not be particularly helpful in identifying potential BRCA carriers from family history. We therefore perform simulations and calculate male premiums ignoring BRCA mutation in males except for transmission from father to daughter. Transition rates for males are those given in Gutiérrez & Macdonald (2003) . Table 14 gives the premium rates as a percentage of those for a female with log RR = log RR and no BRCA mutation.
The percentages of females and males who develop a family history in our simulations are shown in Table 15 . At each age there is no significant difference between the percentages of females with a family To distinguish between males and females we introduce further notation (a) f x (r, g) is the joint distribution function for log RR and and major genotype, G 0 . (b) f x,F H and m x,F H are the probabilities that a female and male respectively, develop a family history of BC or OC by age x. (c) A are the expected present values of a continuously payable annuity at rate 1 per annum while in an insured state, to a life currently aged x and in underwriting class ST for females and males respectively for a term of n years. (e) A F r,g,x:n and a F r,g,x:n are the female log relative risk and major genotype specific assurance and annuity functions defined above in Section 3.5.
For calculation of unisex premiums we set an even split between the sexes at each age of our insured population: P (Male) = P (Female) = 0.5.
First we calculate the expected present value of benefits for a female in ST aged x for term t as
and the expected present value of her continuously payable annuity as
We want to rate lives in F H for only the extra risk they bring to the pool due to the higher onset rates of BC and OC females in the class will experience. It is then necessary to consider them as paying the premium Π ST x:t plus an additional sum. They are therefore included among the proportion of females when calculating our unisex premiums for underwriting class, ST , as
Note that setting the proportion of males, P (Male) = 0 results in the premiums calculated above in equation 12.
Treating females from F H as if they were in ST , who are on average lower risk, will create a shortfall in income which must then be spread across the rated business. The simplest of the two underwriting possibilities recognises that the presence of a family history of BC or OC does not suggest a high risk for male lives and allows all males to belong to class ST . Males and females are charged the same unisex premium for the 'standard' risk. Females who have a family history pay an extra premium for the increased risk they pose. Thus the total premium for F H lives, Π Tables 11 and 16 , the effect of unisex premiums is to increase ratings slightly at younger ages where male CI costs are lower than females -reducing the premiums that females payand to decrease ratings slightly at older ages where males have high heart attack and stroke rates (see Figure 6 ) -increasing the premiums that females pay.
Females receive a rating, Males do not
F H x:t , is Π F H x:t = P (Female) 2 g=0 ∞ −∞ f x (r, g) A F r,g,x:t − Π ST x:t a F r,g,x:t dr + P (Male) A M x:t − Π ST x:t a M x:t f x,F H P (Female) 2 g=0 ∞ −∞ f F H x (r, g)a
Females and Males receive a rating
If rating females but not males for a family history of BC or OC is seen as sex discrimination, the shortfall in unrated premium will be spread over males also, i.e. males with family history belong to underwriting class F H. Our rated premium becomes more general: Since the extra cost of a high proportion of high-risk female lives in the F H underwriting class is spread over approximately twice the number of lives than when only females are rated, it is not surprising that the ratings and standard deviations in Table 17 are approximately half those in Table 16 .
Calculating Adverse Selection In An Insurance Market
With the identification of these seven loci, the possibility of testing for an individual's overall BC risk is one step closer. If a life has a pre-symptomatic genetic test, then under the UK's moratorium on the use of genetic information in underwriting, the life is not required to divulge these test results. This asymmetry of information presents the life with an opportunity to change their buying behaviour. Lives Brown (1992) in health insurance; Finkelstein & Poterba (2002) in annuities markets; and Finkelstein & McGarry (2006) in a market for long-term care. However, Zick et al. (2000) suggest that women who have tested positive for BRCA1 mutations are not more likely to purchase more life cover than untested women. Neither are women who have tested negative for BRCA1 less likely to purchase life cover than untested women. They suggest that their follow-up period is too short since many participants were still dealing with the health impacts of receiving a positive test result.
In this section we look at the potential cost of adverse selection based on the results of genetic tests.
We set up a model for an insurance market and parameterise it appropriately. The likely buying patterns and testing arrangements are uncertain so we investigate how the cost might change in response to these factors.
Market Model
We expand our insurance model to an insurance market, incorporating buying behaviour that may change due to the result of genetic testing. The product of interest is again stand-alone critical illness. To ensure the model is Markov, the premium is payable continuously as a current risk premium instead of a level premium. This risk premium at time t is calculated for each sex as the weighted average cost of expected claims arising in (t, t + dt), with weights equal to occupancy probabilities in insured states assuming no adverse selection -all lives purchase insurance at the same standard rate. To conform to the EU legislation, these gender-specific risk premiums will have to be averaged across the two sexes with the weights for each being the overall probability a male and female is insured respectively, calculated assuming adverse selection to take place.
Since the premiums payable assume a lower-than-experienced rate of claim, a loss will arise. This loss is the cost of adverse selection and is calculated as the difference between outgo and premium income and expressed as a percentage of premium income received with adverse selection present, to show how much all premiums must increase as a result of the insurer not seeing test results.
All lives are assumed to be 20 years old, healthy, untested and uninsured at the start of our modelling. The model is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 . Different scenarios are modelled to show the effects of uncertain parameters as follows: (a) The rates of going into a tested state are those used by Macdonald & McIvor (2009) the same standard rate, half the standard rate or do not buy at all. High risk lives, regardless of the size of market, will buy at rate 0.25 per annum which we take to represent a 'Severe' level of adverse selection; or at rate 0.1 per annum which we consider to be 'Moderate' adverse selection. A life is deemed to be high risk if their log relative risk is higher than the log of the population average relative risk plus the threshold in the scenario (see below). They are low risk if their risk is lower than the log of the population average relative risk minus the threshold.
The threshold of relative risk serves to classify lives into three categories of relative risk. It is varied to show the effect of how different from the population a life needs to see herself as being before she considers herself to be high risk or low risk i.e. whether the product represents high or low value to her. We limit ourselves to using high-risk and low-risk thresholds that are symmetric around the log of population average relative risk. However, in reality, the distance from this average that is needed to change behaviour may differ for low-risk and high-risk lives. We choose average relative risk as a central point because the premium charged will be approximately equal to the appropriate premium for a BRCA0 life with average relative risk. appropriate premium for a BRCA0 life with average relative risk When tested lives consider whether they are getting a cheap or expensive rate, it will be with reference to this Table 18 ). Macdonald & McIvor (2009) used the mode of their distribution as the centre.
Family History Onset Rate
The market model includes the onset of family history as an event. This intensity was parameterised by fitting a statistical model to the onset rate derived from the results of the simulations in Section 3 above and calculating Onset Rate = New family history cases in period Exposed to risk .
There is a large difference where a parent carries a BRCA mutation so these are considered separately. As there was no statistically significant difference between sexes, we ignore sex as a factor.
Denote the BRCA0 specific onset rate of family history as µ H BRCA0 (x, r) for a life aged x with log RR = r and similarly for BRCA1 and BRCA2.
As can be seen in Figures 9, 10 and 11, the dependence on the individual's log polygene risk is strongly linear.
Family history cannot arise after the life is age 50 as the definition is limited to cancer before age 50 and all lives are assumed to be born at the same time. Fitting linear models with interactions between age and risk yields formulae for the family history onset rates. For BRCA0 this results in the following:
Since the BRCA mutations are only assumed to have an effect from age 30 onwards, these rates are fitted in two stages, x ≤ 30 and 30 < x < 50. We pool the lives from all families where a BRCA mutation is present for x ≤ 30 due to sparse data: 
Cost of adverse selection
The cost of adverse selection may be expressed as a percentage of premium income and defined as E(PV Benefits|Adverse Selection)−E(PV Premium Income|Adverse Selection) E(PV Premium Income|Adverse Selection) ,
with a risk premium rate calculated assuming no adverse selection occurs. This gives a value for how much premium rates of all lives must increase as a result of adverse selection being present in the market. 
BRCA0 Family, 31<Age<=36
Log RR Log FH Rate Figure 9 : Logarithm of family history onset rates for families with no BRCA mutation in either parent. Each circle represents the calculated onset rate for a particular age, sex and relative risk combination. Groups of size less than 10 are omitted from the plots. 
BRCA1 Family, 31<Age<=36
Log RR Log FH Rate Figure 10 : Logarithm of family history onset rates for families where a parent has a BRCA1 mutation. Each circle represents the calculated onset rate for a particular age, sex and relative risk combination. Groups of size less than 10 are omitted from the plots. 
BRCA2 Family, 31<Age<=36
Log RR Log FH Rate Figure 11 : Logarithm of family history onset rates for families where a parent has a BRCA2 mutation. Each circle represents the calculated onset rate for a particular age, sex and relative risk combination. Groups of size less than 10 are omitted from the plots.
To calculate benefit outgo and premium income, it is necessary to first calculate the probability of uninsured lives being in insured states at time 0 < t < 40 (or equivalently between ages 20 and 60). We denote these probabilities, with consideration for genotype, as 
This was done using a 4th order Runge Kutta algorithm with a step size of 2 −12 and boundary conditions: = 0 for (j, k) = (1, 1) and similarly for males. We introduce notation for the critical illness hazard rate at age x, which is the same for any state: α F g,x for a female with genotype g and α M g,x for males; andᾱ j x as the mean critical illness hazard rate for lives in state j with weightings equal to occupancy probabilities assuming no adverse selection.
The continuously payable risk premium rate at time t may then be found using a similar technique to that used to the premiums in equation 15, by calculating the mean critical illness hazard rate for female lives in ST ,ᾱ F 3 x+t , and including lives in F H when averaging across the sexes: 
Lives in states M 3 and F 3 (see Figures 8 and 7 ) belong to the same underwriting class, ST , due to the requirement of unisex rates. However, the question over how to treat males with a family history among their female relatives is still present. Again there are two possible cases: (a) Only females underwritten (lives in M 6 are in ST underwriting class)
(b) Males and females are both underwritten (lives in M 6 are in the F H underwriting class)
While these two possibilities may present difficulty to an insurer's underwriting department, the proportion of lives that develop a family history represents only 0.09% of male lives at its peak at age 50 from Table 15 , so when testing is available to all lives, the impact of underwriting is negligible and we give results for females being underwritten.
The expected present value of benefits and premiums needed for equation 22 are then calculated with occupancy probabilities found in the presence of adverse selection, by numerical integration using Simpson's formula of the following: with a step size of 2 −11 and force of interest, δ = 0.05.
Results
The results of these scenarios are shown in Tables 20 to 22 . These tables show the impact of successively adding sources of adverse selection as follows: (a) High risk lives adversely select at a Severe rate after a polygene test (Table 19) . (b) Low risk lives change behaviour after a polygene test, while high lives risk buy at the standard rate (Table 20) . (c) High risk lives adversely select at a Severe rate after tests for polygene and BRCA -lives with a low risk polygene but with BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations also adversely select (Table 21 ). (d) High risk lives adversely select at a Moderate rate after tests for polygene and BRCA -lives with a low risk polygene but with BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations also adversely select (Table 22) . (e) High risk lives adversely select at a Severe rate after tests for polygene and BRCA -lives with a low risk polygene but with BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations also adversely select. Tests available only to lives with a family history of breast or ovarian cancer (Table 23 ).
The costs involved look comparable to those in Macdonald & McIvor (2009) . However our model differs from theirs in a number of ways, key of which is the European Union ruling described in Section 4. This spreads the costs over approximately twice the volume of premium. Thus the costs suggested by our model would need to be approximately doubled to apply to a regime where sexual discrimination is permitted. Where this is the case, our somewhat moderate costs could become quite substantial particularly when passed on to the customer.
One observation of note is that a large part of the cost of adverse selection could come from low risk lives buying at a lower rate after testing. Although the reduction in the portfolio of insured lives by any individual low risk life increases the average risk by a smaller amount than the gain of a high risk Macdonald & McIvor (2009) , that the bigger part of adverse selection cost is down to the polygene.
As previously stated, very few lives develop a family history. If testing is limited only to those who have a family history then the cost from adverse selection is negligible, reaching a peak of 0.003% in a small market with High test rate.
As the science develops and more genes are identified, the feasibility and cost of testing will improve. Pharoah et al. (2008) discusses the use of population testing as a way of identifying high-risk women in order to target the more expensive means of detecting breast cancers, e.g. MRI screening, for early diagnosis. If the testing is extended in this way the potential for anti-selection increases greatly, with most lives being aware of their risk profile. Early detection will however change the shape of rate tables and these early cases could be at a stage that is not covered under the critical illness cover e.g. ductal carcinoma in situ is not considered a critical illness by many insurers, but left untreated may develop into invasive breast cancer. Where the prognosis improves such that a claim would not be viable, the inclination to adversely select would decrease so we consider that the Moderate adverse selection rate to reflect this case.
In a small market, under the Moderate adverse selection scenarios there are still fairly moderate costs involved, up to 14%. Indeed the change from the Severe rate, is quite small as compared to the standard rate of insurance, this is already a severe rate of uptake.
Conclusions
The discovery of a small number of 'breast cancer polygenes' has allowed us to take another look at Macdonald & McIvor (2006) 's work which previously used a hypothetical model in order to assess the
